ETS (Educational Testing Service) Test Link database describes more than 25,000 tests and assessment instruments from the early 1900’s to present and covers tests from the educational and psychological literature, as well as from publishers and individual authors in the U.S., Canada, Great Britain, and Australia. Over 1,000 of the noncommercial tests described in ETS Test Link are included in Neumann Library’s Tests in Microfiche (TIM) collection (1975 to 2004; call number LB3051 .T45 Microfiche Area). TIM instruments may be photocopied and used for research purposes as long as the user does not alter test questions or sell the test. Paper indexes for the TIM collection are available on the microfiche cabinet.

STARTING & SEARCHING ETS TEST LINK

From the library’s World Wide Web homepage (https://www.uhcl.edu/library), click on Databases and then on E to find the ETS Test Link hyperlink.

Tips: Enter logical operators or wildcard symbols directly into the search box.

and anxious and children narrows the results by finding both terms in the same record
or sleep or insomnia broadens results by finding either term
" ” not “attention span” not adhd narrows results by finding exact phrase attention span but not adhd
* multicharacter wildcard that broadens results by finding disability, disabilities, disabled, etc.
VIEWING & WORKING WITH RECORDS

If desired, mark one or more records for later output.

Click any title to view the full record (see sample below).

Sample full record:

Click Print for related options.

Click Browse to return to the results list.

This test is included in the TIM collection (LB3051.T45 Microfiche Area) where it’s filed by ETS Test Collection number (e.g., TC019639).

Note: If Availability indicates a publisher or individual author, contact that body directly. If a journal citation is provided, the test may be included in the cited article. Search the journal name in the UHCL Journals List to see if Neumann Library has the journal. If not found online, submit an Article Request Form. Seek permission from a test publisher or author before using a test that is not in the TIM collection or downloadable.

Click any subject term to perform a new search on that ERIC descriptor, or incorporate relevant terms into a refined search.

Click Print for related options.

Click Brief (Hitlist) or Detailed to open a PDF document for marked records, and then use the Adobe Reader print icon.

Click Done to return from the Printing Report screen to results.

Find more sources for tests and test reviews under the Tests & Measures tab on the library’s Psychology research guide. For more information, refer to onscreen help, or consult a research librarian (see Ask a Librarian on the library homepage).